POPULAR WHEEL BALANCER ACCESSORIES

Coats® knows that it’s not enough to just mount new tires. The wheels must be correctly balanced using the proper techniques and equipment. This job must be completed quickly and accurately so true zeros mean just that. Coats® accomplishes true zeros through innovative technologies that reduce errors throughout the process, right down to the motor.

TOP 3 OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

**LT. TRUCK CONE KIT** *(PN 8113277C)*
Eliminates the need to use a faceplate extension and a spacer cone when mounting wheels in certain light truck/SUV applications. (Toyota, Land Cruiser, Sequoia, and some Nissan light trucks)

**LIGHT TRUCK BACK CONE SPACER** *(PN 8111935)*
Extends the diameter of the faceplate to allow larger cones to be mounted behind the wheel. Back cone mounting is critical for balancing wheels with a cosmetic center or clad face.

**ADJUSTABLE PIN PLATES** *(PN 85610104)*
Adjustable design provides fast and easy clamping of tire and wheel assemblies. The pin plates are always ready for use, as they combine 15 plates into one convenient solution.

ADAPTERS

The direct matching of the offset adapter to the OE wheel ensures that the wheel is mounted to the balancer in the same manner as it is mounted to the vehicle.

**#1 EARLY MODEL FORD DOUBLE SIDED ADAPTER**
* Side 1 size - 4.922” (124.9mm)
* Side 2 size - 6.693” (170.1mm) *(PN 8113033)*

**#2 LATE MODEL FORD DOUBLE SIDED ADAPTER**
* Side 1 size - 4.88” (123.95mm)
* Side 2 size - 5.59” (142.10mm) *(PN 85609252)*

**#1 EARLY GM/DODGE DOUBLE SIDED ADAPTER**
* Side 1 size - 4.56” (115.8mm)
* Side 2 size - 4.76” (121.3mm) *(PN 8119058)*

**#2 LATE MODEL GM DOUBLE SIDED ADAPTER**
* Side 1 size - 6.07” (154.2mm)
* Side 2 size - 4.59” (116.7mm) *(PN 85609626)*

**TOYOTA ADAPTER KIT:**
**KIT WITH FIXED FINGER PLATE, DIRECT FIT PINS & TWO OFFSET PLATES** *(PN 85009945)*

**ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES**

**NO MAR RING** *(PN 85608312)*
Attaches to the Premium Quick Nut and used in conjunction with Adjustable Pin Plates.

**SHORT CONE** *(PN 8112421)*
Short Cone, 40mm id.d., Range 2.650” - 3.025” (67.31 - 76.84mm) Use with SUV spacer for proper spring tension

**FORD ULA 3 DEGREE CONE** *(PN 81141821)*
The ultra low angle cone is specified by Ford to be used on 2003 and newer F150, Expedition & Navigator wheels in conjunction with Adjustable Pin Plates.

**PRESSURE CUP & RUBBER LIP** *(PN 8112106)*

**SPRING** *(PN 8112107)*

**IN-BETWEEN CONE SET** *(PN 8113795)*

**HUB NUT** *(PN 8112103)*

**PREMIUM QUICK NUT** *(PN 85607503)*

**PREMIUM HUB NUT** *(PN 85610908)*

**EXTRAS**

**TOYOTA PINS**
* Set of 6 – 1.125” tip OD .5”11 *(PN 85009950)*

**SHORT PINS**
* Set of 8 – 22 X 76mm *(PN 8114386)*
Coats® knows that it’s not enough to just mount new tires. The wheels must be correctly balanced using the proper techniques and equipment. This job must be completed quickly and accurately so true zeros mean just that. Coats® accomplishes true zeros through innovative technologies that reduce errors throughout the process, right down to the motor.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

- **DOUBLE SIDED MAZDA COLLET**  
  (PN 85611072)

- **SPECIAL APPLICATIONS LIGHT TRUCK CONE (3.29” - 4.47”)**  
  (PN 81136871)

- **BACK CONE SPACER**  
  (PN 85009089)

- **TAPE-A-WEIGHT SCRAPER**  
  (PN 8113390)

- **WHEEL WEIGHT HAMMER**  
  (PN 85607780)

- **NO MAR RING**  
  (PN 85608312)

- **CALIPERS**  
  (PN 8309011)